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Abstract. In this paper we present performance measurementsin a cluster environment. First, we briefly explain our version of optimistic concurrency control
and load balance.Then we compare performance and speed-upof a CORBA- and
an AspectC++-implementation of a distributed object server for pessimistic and
optimistic concurrency control.
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Introduction
Object-oriented databasesrepresent an implementation tool for data repositories of
some specialized applications, which often processnot only selectedattributes of objects but complete objects. When using relational databases,attributesof many objects
can be processedvery quickly if they are stored as columns in one table. Processingof
complete objects stored in a relational databasemeansto synthesizeobjects from many
tables where they are spreadbecauseof the necessarynormalization of relations. There
is a rule of thumb that if it is necessaryto join more than six tables to answer a query,
an object-orienteddatabasecould bring advantages[4].
CASE tools are usually built as a chain of editors that have a common data repository, in which all input and output data of editorsare storedas fine-grainedobjects[1].
We have built a CASE tool with an object-orienteddata repository and have found that
its performance is not sufficient especially for multi-user environment. This was our
motivation to investigatepossibilities of parallel and distributed object servers.In the
next step we built an object serverfor the parallel computer Parsytecand have analyzed
its performance [6]. Thereafter we switched from a parallel to a cluster environment,
improved the used software architecture and algorithms to increaseperformance, and
used various implementation technologies (AspectJ, AspectC++, CORBA) becauseof
the planned porting. We supposedthat optimistic concurrency control can bring us big
advantagebecausesemanticfeaturesof our application mean that conllicts and rollbacks should be only rare exceptions.We wanted to know how much we can win by
using optimistic concurrencycontrol.
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The rest of the paper is organizedas follows. In section2 we discussrelated work. In
section3 we briefly explain which cross-cuttingconceptsof concurrencywe modelled
as aspectsin our proposed and implemented optimistic concurrencycontrol method. In
section 4 our new version of the optimistic concurrencycontrol for cluster environment
is presented.Section 5 describesour approachto load balancing. In the last section we
present some measurementresults and conclude.

2

Related work

Empirical comparisons between optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control have
been published in [8] and [3]. The former compares both approacheswith respect to
shared disk systems.The outcome is that the lock protocol outperforms the optimistic
approach in terms of performance but the performance strongly depends on a centralized or distributed realization. On the other hand, the optimistic protocol scaled up
better than the pessimistic one. The latter concludes that an optimistic approach could
be a better choice for objecroriented databasesystems in terms of performance and
scalability,especiallyin client-serverenvironments.
We have not found quantitative measurementresults that would be relevant for our
shared-nothingcluster system that should work as a data repository of a CASE tool.
The applicability of aspect-orientedtechniques to databasesystems is known and
was already investigated,e.g. in [9]. We aspectizedconcurrency control from the main
program. Our goal was to support portability of our application. In addition, it was
simply possible to implement not only the optimistic but also the pessimistic concurrency control, which helped us to compare performance of both methods. It is another
indication for the broader applicability.

3 Aspectsand ConcurrencyControl in OODBMS
The term aspect-orientedprogramming (AOP) covers approachesfor reaching separation of concerns.
We concentratedon concurrency control as a cross-cuttingconcern at DBMS-level.
For most systems the dominant dimension of decomposition is transaction processing
and resource management.This leads to a scattering of code related to concurrency
control.
In OPAS (Objecroriented PArallel Server [5], [6]), the optimistic concurrency control (OCC) crosscutsthe TransactionManager (TM). The interactionsbetween TM and
OCC are as follows. During transactionprocessingthe TM acquiresa set of resources,
namely objects in our case.It processesorders on acquired objects, which may read or
change it. The start and end time of an object accessand the correspondingaccessmode
(read,write) must be noted and handed over to the OCC in order to validate the access.
If the validation fails, the transactionmust be aborted.
Using AOP both TM and Validation Manager (VM, conceptual component for
OCC) could be implemented in a separatemanner and then put together by the weaver
AspectC++ in the preprocessingphase.An aspectcapturesthe acquisition of an object
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through an advice and storesthe start time of access.The completion of an object access
is intercepted,too. The correspondingadvice (oin-point model of AOP) determinesthe
end time and accessmode. It calls the VM for validation using the collected information
and processesthe validation result. We do not explain aspect-orientedprogramming in
more details becauseit is not the main topis of this paper.

4

Optimistic Concurrency Control

Isolation is one of the ACID properties. It protects concurrently running transactions
from seeing each others' uncommitted data, which could lead to inconsistency.Serializability is the correctnesscriterion for isolation. It statesthat the concurrent execution
of severaltransactionsmust be equivalent to at least one serial execution [?].
A common approach to isolation is locking, which basically means that locks are
granted to transactionsto protect a resource from concurrent access.One of the main
drawbacks of locking is the need to resolve deadlocks,especially global deadlocks in
distributed environments.Another disadvantageis that for some special application the
probability of a concurrent accessis very small and the locking overhead decreases
performance.
A non-locking and therefore deadlock-free approachto isolation is optimistic concurrcncycontrol (OCC). It actson thc assumptionthat conflictsare rare,so that locking
causes only unnecessaryoverhead. Transaction execution is divided into the phases
read, validate and write. In the read phase transactionsare executedwithout intervention of thc OCC. They are validateda posterioriin the validationphase,where conflicts
with other transactionsare detected.Conflicts are resolved by rolling back an involved
transaction.Successfullyvalidated transactionsreach the write phaseand their changes
are made persistentand visible to others.
backward
be
subdivided into
Existing
validation schemes could
(BOCC) and forward (FOCC) oriented methods. BOCC takes only already finished
transactionsinto account whereasFOCC validates against running ones. It is essential
for both to be able to determine the read and write sets of transactions.
We integrated OCC into our object repository OPAS and therefore replaced the existing solution using two phaselocking and pre-claiming.In the applicationdomain of
CASE systemsconflicts are unlikely. The validation is done in a distributedmanner.
For this reasononly the BOCC approachwas applicable,becausethere is no efficient
way to determine all currently running transactions.The validation authority is partitioned among all nodes and accommodatedto the data distribution in order to maximize
locality. An object is validated on the node where it is stored.
Local serializability is achieved as follows. The start time, end time and mode
(read,written)of an object accessarc used for validation.A conflict is occurred if the
given interval overlaps with another of an already successfullyvalidated change transaction.
This test is our original extension of the BOCC validation algorithm. Traditional
validation algorithms consider only object accessin the associatedread and write sets
without the concrete point in time of the access.As a consequence,these algorithms
mark certain transactionschedulesas conflicting although the schedulesare serializable.
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The presentedvalidation schemaconsidersthe concretepoints in time of object access.
Therefore it is inscnsitiveto false conflicts whereasthe test itself remains simple. A
prerequisite for the validation schema is the existence of synchronized clocks within
the cluster computer. This drawback is acceptablebecausethe local system clocks of
the the cluster nodes are regularly synchronizedin order to run the Andrew File System
(AFS).
But the given critcrion for local serializability doesnot guaranteea sufficient level of
isolation. The validation order of sub-transactionsbelonging to different global transactions could differ. To reach global serializability transactionnumbers (TAN) were introduced. They are unique, linearly ordered and therefore comparable.For each object the
TANs of the already validated transactionslast read and last written are stored. A conflict with respectto global serializabilityhas occurredif the read object was meanwhile
written (own TAN less than the TAN of the object for last write access)or the written
object was meanwhile read (own TAN less than the TAN of the object for last read access). This procedure produces the same validation order on all nodes and guarantees
global serializability.
The validation is done on a basis of sub-transactionsin the read phase.Thus there
is no global validation phase. For this reason already validated changes are uncertain
and therefore must be protected until the write phase is reached. This is done with
locks on changed objects. We were able to integrate the validation into the two phase
commit protocol to reduce communication. Compared to the former locking combined
with pre-claiming the new approachoffers a higher degreeof parallelism. The achieved
performance is presentedin section 6.

5

Load Distribution Approach

Load distribution has been well-investigated in operating systems theory. In centralized realizations only a single instance makes decisions concerning load distribution,
whereasa distributed realization lacks this instance.Load is distributed by initial placement and could be combined with migration schemes,the movement of an already
placed load. The processing time of a parallelized request is determined by the processing time of the slowest sub-operation. Execution skew refers to the variance in
processingtime and often goes back to data skew. Therefore data allocation has a great
impact on load distribution especially for shared-nothingsystems. It determines how
much data locality could be utilized during requestexecution.
In OPAS data allocation is done on a per-object basis without replication. A hash
function assigns an object to a certain node. Furthermore, client requests are divided
into sub-operationsin order to utilize intra transactionparallelism. These sub-operations
are initially placed using a static and centralized schema,and are assignedto the node
holding the associateddata for the purpose of maximizing locality. They are executed
non-preemptively without migration.
With increasingnumber of processingnodesthe hasheddata allocation schemalead
to data skew. Becauseof the tight coupling between allocation and sub-operationprocessing,executionskew arose,too.
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First of all, we replaced the hashedallocation by a round robin strategy in order to
achievea broad object distribution and minimize dataskew.Furthermore,we introduced
a two level load sharing.On the flrst level, sub-operationswere scheduledin a central
and dynamic way. Initial placementdecisionsare made using a load index and capacity
of the execution units. On the secondlevel there is a randomized workstealing. It could
be classifiedas a distributedload sharingapproach.The basic idea is that underloaded
nodes send stealmessagesto other randomly selectedparticipants.Nodes which receive
steal messageswhile they are overloadedsenda certain number of sub-operationsto the
initiator. We presentthe results of the performancetests in section 6.

Achieved Results and Conclusion
The first implementation Parsytec-OPASwas designedfor the parallel computer Parsytec
GClPowerPlusl28 (shared-disk)[5], [6]. To get data for our experimentswe considered
structuredanalysiswhere the top-downmethodof stepwiserefinementwill be used.The
application of the principle of decomposition createshierarchical data structureswhere
each set of neighbors representsa level of abstraction.
Using a sequential machine, object components will be searchedafter each other.
When using a parallel machine object componentswhich have the common father can
be searchedin parallel. This kind of parallelity will be called as the intra-object parallelity. In data processing typical for CASE tools there are frequently used operations
like GET OBJECT and SHOW OBJECT. This means,that all componentsof asked aggregatedobjects have to be found on the disk, in the object buffer or in the page buffer
[5] and displayed on the screen.We used data of a CASE tool collected during analysis
of two projects. Their features are in [6]. The measuredspeed-upfor intra-object parallelism as shown in Fig. I has already been published in [6]. We found that there is a
important influcnccof the numberof instructionsthat accompanythe fetch of an object.
These instructions representthe object processingbetween its fetch and its use. With
growing number of such instructions the advantagesof parallel processingare growing,
too.
To compare performanceof both new implementations with the old system performance we used the same data.
The system had been ported to the "Chemnitzer Linux Cluster (CLiC)", which has
the following features:528 nodes, each has 512 MB RAM and 20 GB local disk, 800
MHz frequency,fast Ethemet (100 MBits/s) node communication, throughput maximal
128 GBit/s, minimal latency 100 prs.
Parsytec-OPAS was adapted for the shared-nothing environment of CLiC using
CORBA [2]. We refer to the systemas CORBA-OPAS. It makes use of MICO as implementation of the CORBA standard.Another version of the object server (called MPIOPAS) usesthe MessagePassingInterface (MPI) and the aspectweaver AspectC++. It
is presentedin [7].
The speed-upsfor both implementations for intra-object parallelism are shown in
Fig. 2 and 3. The performance of CORBA-OPAS is slightly better, although the graph
shapesmainly correspond. Compared to Parsytec-OPASboth CLiC implementations
perform better.The exchangedconcurrencycontrol mechanismprovides an explanation
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Fig. 1. Parsytec-OPAS
speed-up
for intra-objectparallelism

for the arisen difference. The former implementation used locking combined with preclaiming, whereasthe latter benefitsfrom optimistic concurrencycontrol.
We compared the performanceof the two concurrencycontrol mechanisms(locking
and OCC) as used in MPI-OPAS. The outcome is as follows. Optimistic concurrency
control outperforms the locking in almost every measuredpoint. For the series using
fewer instruction units, the speed-upis about 20% higher on the average,whereas the
maximum speed-upis increasedup to 30%. Concerning the serieswith a greateramount
of instruction units, the increaseof the speed-upturned out to be smaller and levelled
off at about l}Yo on the average.The results indicate that OCC not only increasesthe
actual system performance,but also raises the inherent potential for parallelization.
Fig. 4 and 5 show the achievedresultsconcerning inter-objectparallelism for CORBAOPAS and MPI-OPAS. Both implementations performed almost identically. Particularly for a greater amount of clients the speed-upincreasednearly linearly. Due to optimistic concurrency control and load distribution, performance could be increased.In
former versions like Parsytec-OPAS,but also CLiC-OPAS versions with pessimistic
concurrency control, speed-updid not exceed 15. The dependencybetween processor
nodes and speed-upwas not linear, but logarithmic in theseversions.
Although the speed-upsfor both CLiC implementations are almost identical, the
runtime differs greatly. Fig. 6 presentsthe runtime curve for rhe CORBA-OPAS. MpIOPAS is about 15 -25 times faster than CORBA-OPAS as shown in Fig. 7. It is already
very well known that the usage of middleware like CORBA causesoverhead,but we
did not expect that the overheadratio would be that high.
Furthermore, it is interesting that the impact of applied optimizations on the performance was different for the two versions.CORBA-OPAS did benefit greatly from load
sharing.Its maximum speed-upcould be increasedbyaI% from 22.4 to 31.6 (seeFig.
4). Initial placement of objects was not consideredwith respectto CORBA-OPAS and
therefore had been left unchansed.
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Fig.2. CORBA-OPAS speed-upfor intra-object Fig.3. MPI-OPAS speed-up for intra-object
parallelism
parallelism

Fig.4. CORBA-OPASspeed-up
for inter-objectFig.5. MPI-OPAS speed-upfor inter-object
parallelism
parallelism

The benefitsfrom dynamic load sharingas mentionedin section5 were disproportionally smaller for MPI-OPAS. In terms of numbers they are 3.8% on the averageand
L}To at the maximum. Whereasthe initial placementof objects had a strongereffect on
the performance, the round robin strategy reduced data skew and raised the speed-up
by 32% from25.4 to the maximum of 33.4 as displayedin Fig. 5.
For MPI-OPAS, we measured the impact of concurrency control on performance
for inter-object parallelism. The result is that OCC outperformed pre-claiming locking.
In direct comparison speed-upfor OCC is about 60% higher. Thereby the ratio between
the speed-upsdid increasefor a greaternumber of processingnodes.Consequentlythis
behavior causes the almost linear speed-up rising illustrated in Fig. 5. Furthermore,
we measuredthe influence of synchronizationconflicts on performance.The speed-up
decreasedwhile increasingthe conflict rate.Without conflicts,the maximum speed-up
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was 33.4. At a conflict rate of | 7o (resp. 5 7o, 10 7o,20 Vo) the maximum speed-up
decreasedto 30.8 (resp.29.0, 2'7.4, 25.5).
We believe that our results can be used for performance and speed-upestimation of
proposed cluster systemsand also for the choice of implementation technology.
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